StacksWare for Healthcare

General Summary
StacksWare is application discovery & usage reinvented.
Our solution continuously inventories and meters software applications across
your healthcare environment, allowing you to make critical decisions in response
to end user activities and software usage trends.
As healthcare organizations have adopted virtual desktop infrastructure into
their datacenters, StacksWare has been a trusted partner in achieving security
and total application visibility into their datacenters and existing physical
endpoints.

Without StacksWare

With StacksWare

Security In Your
Healthcare Infrastructure
Identify insecure software versions
and disallowed software such
as Dropbox that pose regulatory
compliance violations. We provide
a comprehensive audit log to
immediately identify when offending
applications are launched in the
environment. We send proactive realtime notifications to IT stakeholders
whenever disallowed software is
started or stopped.
Identify all devices and device
types that are used to access virtual
desktops. You can track BYOD devices
that are used to access virtual desktops
such as personal Mac, PCs, iPhones,
and iPads.
These devices may not have been
issued by your organization but might
still pose regulatory compliance risk.

Ensure That Applications Are Healthy
Identify when business-critical applications such as on-premise Microsoft
Exchange and EHR management servers crash with our agent health
notifications systems.
Replay the exact user events on a virtual desktop or physical workstation
that result in EHR application crashes. You can resolve help desk tickets in
minutes rather than hours and prevent end-user frustration.

Track Usage of Healthcare Software and Devices
Track software usage of expensive EHR systems such as Epic, Cerner, McKesson,
and NextGen that are traditionally licensed via concurrent or named user
licenses. You can ensure that no single user unnecessarily claims a concurrent
user license for long time periods, blocking EHR access from other users.
Determine how different people are accessing their virtual desktops or physical
workstations in certain areas of your hospital or medical clinic. Determine
whether certain virtual desktops, thin clients, and physical workstations are
underutilized and can be re-appropriated for other purposes.
Aggregate statistics across different users, physical workstations, and virtual
desktop pools with the StacksWare groups feature to understand how different
healthcare building areas (e.g. triage, emergency room, intensive care unit,
waiting rooms, patient rooms) are utilizing their software.
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